Welcome Erasmus students second semester 2014/15
Delegation from the Kurume University (Japan)
Delegation from the Universidad Pontificia in Medellin, Colombia
Delegation from the Université de Savoie, France

23 June
Delegation from the region of Guangxi, China
Double degree with Russian Academy of Tourism in Moscow
Agreement with the government of Yucatan, Mexico
EAIE Conference (European Association for International Education), in Glasgow

15-18 September
Agreement with University of Kurume, Japan
Welcome Erasmus students: first semester 2015/16
Erasmus Student Network Parade at EXPO 2015

11 October
Agreement with Universidad de Manado, Indonesia

27 October
Italian Institute of Culture – Tokyo, Japan

6-7 November
Agreement with Universidad Claustro de Sor Juan, Mexico

24 November
Outgoing students in the framework of cooperation agreements: Africa: 14; Europe: 617; Asia: 132; America: 48; Australia: 3
Erasmus Presentation for outgoing students